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About This Game

BE THE MOST INFLUENTIAL PLAYER TO WIN THE KING'S FAVOR:
Harald is a card game of influence and majority. As the head of a village, each player will try to charm the most influential

character of the realm to be noticed by the King and win his favor. But to win you will need to think and wisely use the abilities
of each character.

LEARN HOW TO USE THE CHARACTERS AND THEIR POWERS!
Each turn, players execute three actions in order:

- play one card in the King's council
- play one card in the player's village
- draw cards to replenish your hand

There are six different characters, each with a different function and power. Discover the Wolf/scout, the Lynx/merchant, the
Fox/bard, the Bear/warrior, the Goat/seafarer; the Boar/blacksmith. Discover each character's ability and use them in order to

overtake your opponents!
Each animal will give you the ability to make a move at the end of your turn: you can steal cards from your adversary, try to

exchange his or your cards with the council in order to play in your favor, return cards to erase their points or just place a good
card on the top of the pile! Whatever you choose, decide wisely how to make the most of every move!

SCORE AS MANY POINTS AS YOU CAN!
The goal is simple: get the maximum number of points! In order to win, you need to pay attention to the cards' associations and

put together the ones that work best.
At the end of the game, each card in the village of a player counts as many points as the number of times the same card appears
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in the King’s council. Play smartly in both your village and the council and don't forget to keep an eye on your opponents'
villages in order to win.

EXPERIENCE MORE STRATEGY WITH THE BADGER/SCHOLAR!
Discover an exclusive card, which introduces a new character, the Badger/Scholar. This card offers you the possibility of
protecting a series of characters in your own village. It makes the game harder for your opponents because if they want to

destroy those cards, they will have to attack the Badger/Scholar first if he is present!

FEATURES:
• Solo mode

• Online multiplayer mode: includes a mini chat to share emoticons while playing
• Unlock beautifully illustrated cards based on the original card game

Languages available: English, French, German, Italian, Spanish"
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how do i activate this dank. muito mais que eu esperava <3. The mouse sensitivity keeps changing to 0%, which makes the
mouse not work at all. The game is unplayable. Also the key bindings let you change almost all binds except movement, not a
"WASD" guy. Obviously can't comment on game content. At least you can play in 4K though if you could actually play.. I
decided to buy this as the trailer looked interesting and also it seems like others haven't tried it nor have they reviewed it.

I'll keep this short and simple.

Pros:
The graphics quality is really decent
The levels are very good, very creatively designed and very hard, somewhat addictive.

Cons:
- The controls are pretty bad, I tested it on controller and keyboard, controller is indeed easier as the seller suggests, however it
is still bad either way. A lot of the difficulty of the game actually comes from the controlls, if the controlls were better then this
game would not only be as hard but it would also be more enjoyable.

- UI for the main menu is quite bland, i initially thought i was playing a game imported from mobile to pc, doesn't make sense to
me why the UI is like that. Could have definitely been more effort in regards to how it looks.

I think this game would have a good place as a mobile game, instead of using a joystick to control, it would instead make more
sense to me to be able to use your fingers on the screen to direct the ball.

If it hasn't done so already, i suggest a rerelease on mobile platforms and instead implement touch control.. 1\/5

First and foremost I find the title of the game misleading. Just looking at the cover you would imagine the game follows some
character who lives a double life; one as a good citizen, the other a darker kind of villain. I was expecting something along the
lines of a Jekyll and Hyde game.

Instead you play as two independent characters one an Irish rascal, the other a straight-laced English policeman. The game
doesn't involve any problem solving but more like going from one place to another clicking on different things, and figuring out
what to do next. The story is enjoyable whilst you're playing it, it unravells nicely and keeps you gripped.

Nothing however can really compensate for how poor the ending is. I'ts not simply that the ending is an unhappy one for both
protagonists but it renders the whole story pointless.

There is one stupid part where you have to steal the ledger from a shop associated with the villain. This involves:
1. Walking outside from the church
2. Walking outside the main gates
3. Walking from outside the main gates to outside the shop.
4. Click on the door.
And thats it. After you click on the door you're automatically sent back to the church after a brief monologue and tell you're
partner "Here you go, I've got the account book" (not the exact wording, but that's basically what happens). Stupid, utterly
stupid.

There are far better point and clicks out there. Find anohter.. very heart touching robot character, great graphics with moving
backgrounds that makes a game that is 2d look like its 3d :)
game seems to be another platformer game - but in fact, it is not - usually in platformers you don't operate with surrounding
objects, but in FallenCore you do - and it makes a game very special - i would call it puzzle platformer.
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This game needs a lot of work. When I was playing I admitted I wouldn't remember all the keys because they were just so
random and a weird selection, H to come out of the closet R to use your flashlight in my opinion that's just weird for me.

I seen to have all the keys I need but I can't open the rest of the rooms.

Also sometimes my character seems to be being pushed all the time.

I like the fact that you can save the game but that's about it for me.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/zBcP-dCDpxs. WOW!

Chime, the original, was released six years ago?!? Where did the time go?

I had no idea a sequel was even on the horizon. I loved the original, this was a no brainer - buy it! I don't need a demo or to read
reviews. I know I am going to love it.

Sure enough. It is a fantastic successor to the original title.

This is more of the same, essentially - which is NOT a bad thing - but with much prettier graphics and now a more three
dimensional feel to the musicscapes.

Music is totally subjective. So this is a non-argument - but I felt like Chime had a kind of shoegazer jazz vibe to it. Not my cup
of tea, but I enjoyed it. I loved For Silence (Orbital fan) but the rest felt lacking to me. This one feels much more vibrant and
the music has more of a variation to it.

The first also felt a little short. The price was fine. But the replayability was dependent on your love of a particular song or
gameboard.

This looks like it is going to keep me far more entertained than the repeated sessions of For Silence of old.

Good stuff! If you like Tetis style puzzlers, this is right up your alley. It lacks the stress of a failed level - which suits me fine -
and trades it for a clock. You can race the clock and cloak the board with your pieces or you can go at it slow and just enjoy
yourself. There is no punishment and the reward for filling the board is just additional time - that can be dismissed if you are
not feeling competitive.

Well worth the buy!. Better than expected and scared the♥♥♥♥♥♥out of me and friends. its simple but decently difficult,
10/10 would♥♥♥♥♥♥myself again.. nO CONNETION WHIT THE \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 SERVER. This is my
favorite horror VR game to demo to people who are bad at getting controls quickly. Yes, it is short and you need to pay attention
to the "light flashes" (but I only had 1 person who had trouble following)
 This game really got me the first few times, Frightening.
Also it's cheap. at only 99 cents its GREAT!. Overall, it is a great game and I personally enjoy it. It does seem a bit rough
around the edges, but not game-breaking bad. Camera is a bit weird but I'll get used to it.. In the whole game you can''t crouch..
The pinnacle of Totem Games work, Clad in Iron: Sakhalin 1904 expands upon all of the previous works by the devs and really
demonstrate the skill and passion they have for the genre. The team has learned from the past and have made a fun, challenging,
and absolutely beautiful game. I must warn you, it can be difficult to get into as there is no tutorial but there is a very useful
manual and the controls are rather simple once you get the hang of it.
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